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Abstract: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection is a major health
threat. Pregnancy can lead to an increased susceptibility to viral infections. Although chest computed
tomography (CT) represents the gold standard for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia, lung
ultrasound (LUS) could be a valid alternative in pregnancy. The objectives of this prospective study
were to assess the role of LUS in the diagnosis of lung involvement and in helping the physicians
in the management of affected patients. Thirty pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection were
admitted at the obstetrical ward of our Hospital. Mean age was 31.2 years, mean gestational age
33.8 weeks. Several LUS were performed during hospitalization. The management of the patients was
decided according to the LUS score and the clinical conditions. Mean gestational age at delivery was
at 37.7 weeks, preterm birth was induced in 20% of cases for a worsening of the clinical conditions.
No neonatal complications occurred. In 9 cases with a high LUS score, a chest CT was performed
after delivery. CT confirmed the results of LUS, showing a significant positive correlation between the
two techniques. LUS seems a safe alternative to CT in pregnancy and may help in the management
of these patients.
Keywords: SARS-CoV-2 infection; pregnancy; lung ultrasound (LUS) examination; chest computed tomography

iations.

1. Introduction
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Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection has rapidly
spread throughout and on 30 January 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared a public health emergency of international interest (PHEIC) [1]. Nowadays, at least
90 million SARS-CoV-2 positive cases have been confirmed worldwide [2].
The rising mortality rate of SARS-CoV-2 has highlighted the need to identify the most
susceptible populations. Pregnant women seem to be at high risk of SARS COV 2 infection,
even if only a few studies have investigated maternal and neonatal outcomes [3,4].
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Pregnant women are known to be highly susceptible to severe forms and complications
of infections by previous coronaviruses, and from the beginning of SARS-CoV-2 pandemia,
they have been considered as a vulnerable group [5,6].
In 2020, as part of SARS-CoV-2 surveillance, the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) received the reports of 1,300,938 women of reproductive age (15–44 years)
who had given positive test results for SARS-CoV-2. Among the symptomatic women,
approximately 5.7% of them were pregnant and more likely to be admitted to an intensive
care unit (ICU) and to receive invasive ventilation. This suggests that pregnancy may
increase the risk of a worse evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 infection [7].
Pregnancy is a peculiar condition characterized by several changes that involve not
only the anatomy and the physiology but also the immune system, which may influence
the response to a viral infection. During pregnancy there is a reduction of cellular immune
response in favor of humoral responses, mediated by a shift in CD4+ T cell population
Th2/Th1 towards Th2 phenotype [8]. However, the presence of high levels of progesterone
(a hormone with immunomodulatory properties) may have a role in protecting lungs after
a viral infection, stimulating reparation processes [9–11].
In addition to the immunological changes, several anatomical and physiological
modifications occur in the respiratory system during pregnancy, resulting in a reduced
ability to compensate for any lung disease [12,13]. Furthermore, it is well known that
pregnancy is a predisposing condition for hypercoagulability; indeed, there is an increase
in the majority of clotting factors, a decrease in the natural anticoagulants’ levels and
in the fibrinolytic activity, aimed at limiting the maternal bleeding during delivery and
placental expulsion [14–16]. This prothrombotic state, as well as the increased intra-vascular
inflammation, exacerbated in case of infection, may expose pregnant women with SARSCoV-2 infection to an increased thromboembolic risk [17].
The cardiorespiratory changes in pregnancy may also cause a delay in the diagnosis
due to the possible presence of gestational rhinitis which may mask the coryzal symptoms
of SARS-CoV-2 infection [18]. The most common symptoms in both pregnant and nonpregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection are fever, cough and myalgia, but pregnant
women are more likely to show an asymptomatic course than non-pregnant ones [19].
The gold standard for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 is the viral nucleic acid detection
in naso-pharyngeal swabs, sputum and bronchoalveolar secretions by (real-time) reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) [20].
Nowadays, chest computed tomography (CT) represents the best imaging method for
screening, preclinical diagnosis of interstitial pneumonia and evaluation of severity as well
as the most sensitive method for diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection [21,22]. According to
the current evidence, typical lung changes at imaging appear earlier than clinical symptoms;
in addition, recent studies addressed the importance of Chest CT in patients with typical
symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 and false negative RT-PCR results [21,23,24]. Therefore, lung
imaging plays a crucial role in early diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia.
Unfortunately, CT has some limitations: it requires patient mobilization and it exposes
the patients to ionizing radiations, which restricts its use during pregnancy. In pregnancy a
radiation-free diagnostic tool, such as lung ultrasound (LUS), may provide an alternative
imaging technique, for the diagnosis of lung involvement until delivery [25].
Typical LUS patterns suggestive of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia have been described, [26]
providing a useful guide for assessing the lungs involvement in pregnant women [27].
Buonsenso et al. recently reported that LUS has a higher sensitivity than chest X-ray in the
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia in these patients [28].
The application of standardized scanning methods assign a score to each pulmonary
area and then to calculate the degree of pulmonary ventilation by summing up each area
(the higher the score, the lower the ventilation) [29].
Few investigations have been conducted so far on the diagnostic accuracy of LUS,
however it may have an important role in quantifying the degree of pulmonary engagement
in pregnant patients with a positive nasopharyngeal swab [30].
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The primary objective of this study is to assess the role of LUS in detecting the degree of
ventilation dysfunction and performing a constant monitoring of lung function in pregnant
women affected by SARS-CoV-2 disease. The secondary objective is to analyze whether
LUS may guide the medical team to define the most appropriate therapeutic strategy and
improve pregnancy outcomes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population
We conducted a prospective observational study from 1 March 2020 to 30 November
2020, on symptomatic pregnant women, admitted to the Covid 19- Obstetrical ward of the
Department of Maternal and Child Health of the Policlinico Umberto I Hospital, Sapienza
University of Rome, after having undergone a nasopharyngeal swab for the detection of
SARS-CoV-2 disease by (rRT-PCR) testing, which confirmed a SARS-CoV-2 infection.
2.2. Inclusion Criteria

•
•
•
•
•
•

Singleton pregnancy
A positive result to the nasopharyngeal swab and detection of SARS-CoV-2 by RTPCR testing
Age between 18 and 45 years
A body mass index (BMI) ≤ 30
Absence of previous or current pregnancy comorbidities
Absence of maternal comorbidities

2.3. Exclusion Criteria

•
•
•
•
•

Twin pregnancies
A previous SARS-CoV-2 infection
A maternal age >45 years
BMI > 30
A presence of maternal or pregnancy-related comorbidities.

Nasopharyngeal swab samples were collected for the screening of all patients admitted to the Hospital and SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected by using real time RT-PCR assay
(RealStar SARS-CoV2 RT-PCR, Altona Diagnostics, Hamburg, Germany). Following logistical and clinical needs, other molecular methods were used (GeneFinder COVID-19 Plus
RealAmp Kit, Elitech, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea; DiaSorin Molecular Simplexa
COVID-19 Direct EUA assay, DiaSorin Molecular, Cypress, California, U.S.A.; Xpert Xpress
SARS-CoV-2 assay, Cepheid, Sunnyvale, California, USA). All tests and procedures were
performed following the manufacturers’ protocols. A positive PCR Test was considered
diagnostic for a SARS COV 2 infection.
Maternal age, body mass index (BMI: weight/height2 ), parity, and gestational age
were recorded at the admission in the hospital. All symptoms suggestive of SARS-CoV-2
infection such as fever, cough, myalgia, general weakness and /or impaired olfactorygustatory sensitivity were also recorded.
Definition of pneumonia or severe pneumonia was based on the WHO interim guidance and included clinical symptoms of pneumonia (fever, cough, dyspnea, fast breathing)
with or without signs of severe pneumonia such as respiratory rate > 30 breaths/min,
severe respiratory distress, or SpO2 < 90% on room air [31].
Laboratory routine analysis including C-reactive protein (CRP), procalcitonin (PCT),
and D-dimer, peripheral blood oxygen saturation were daily performed in all patients and,
when necessary, hemogasanalysis was undertaken.
In addition, in all cases, at the patient’s admission and the day after delivery, a clinician
with 15 years of experience (G.B.F.) performed a LUS evaluation with a portable ultrasound
device (MyLab 25 Gold, Esaote SpA, Genoa, Italy), using convex and/or linear probes that
transmit ultrasounds at frequencies of 2.5 and 7.5 MHz, respectively. Linear probe was
used for evaluating lung involvement with the details of the pleural line and subpleural

probe was used for evaluating lung involvement with the details of the pleural line and
subpleural space; while the convex probe was used to assess the presence of pericardial
effusion. The LUS investigation was conducted according to the 12-zone method, both in
the supine and lateral positions [29]. Intercostal scans were performed in the three
different areas of each hemithorax (anterior, lateral and posterior) and the superior and
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Figure 4. LUS image of the patient with extensive pneumonia obtained with linear transducers,
Figure 4. LUS image of the patient with extensive pneumonia obtained with linear transducers, frequency 7.5 MHz, focus
frequency 7.5 MHz, focus on the pleural line. Trapezoidal view. Presence of large consolidations
on the pleural line. Trapezoidal view. Presence of large consolidations (at least >1 cm) (indicated by green arrows). This
(at least >1 cm) (indicated by green arrows). This pattern is classified as score 3.
pattern is classified as score 3.
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2.4. Statistics
Analysis was performed using the Statistical Product and Service Solutions software
(SPSS) version 20 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive analyses were
presented as frequency with percentage, mean and standard deviation for all variables
considered. The Shapiro-Wilk test was performed to test for a normal distribution. As the
variables did not have a normal distribution the Kruskall-Wallis and the Mann-Whitney non
parametric tests were carried out; we also analyzed variables’ correlations using Pearson
and Rho Spearman Correlation tests; confidence interval was 95% and a p-value < 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.
3. Results
Thirty pregnant women with a confirmed infection of SARS-CoV-2 were included in
the study. The main patients’ characteristics are reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive analysis of main patients’ characteristics using median and (interquartile range)
or number (%).
PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS
(N = 30)

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
Median (Range)

AGE (years)

33.5 (27–35)

BMI

27 (23–29)

GESTATIONAL AGE AT TEST POSITIVITY
(weeks)

36 (28–38)

PARTIAL SATURATION OF OXYGEN
(SpO2)%)

97.5 (96–99)

D-DIMER VALUE (µg/mL)

2320 (2070–3489)

LUS SCORE

3 (0–8)

CT SCORE

4 (2–7.5)

GESTATIONAL AGE AT DELIVERY (weeks)

38 (37–39)

MODE OF DELIVERY
Vaginal Delivery
Cesarean Section

N. %
18 (60)
12 (40)

The median age of the patients was 33.5 years and the median BMI 27. These patients
presented different combinations of clinical symptoms; the most common were fever
(26.7%), cough (36%), dyspnea (6.7%) and general weakness (33%).
All patients showed high blood levels of CRP and PCT. The median value of Ddimer was 2320 µg/mL. The mean oxygen peripheral saturation was 97% (±1.8). Only
in one patient, with the highest LUS score, the oxygen saturation dropped to 93% and
she required oxygen supplementation. During the hospitalization 22 patients (73%) had
a LUS score ≤6, eight patients (27%) had a score ≥7, showing a clinical picture of a
moderate or severe disease; among these, three (10%) reached a score ≥20. These eight
patients received medical treatment with corticosteroids, enoxaparin at the prophylactic
dosage and azithromycin according to the therapeutic protocol of our hospital. Only
one patient with severe respiratory symptoms received enoxaparin at therapeutic dosage
and remdesivir (loading dose 200 mg 1st day followed by 100 mg/die for a total of
5 days of therapy) immediately after delivery. No adverse reactions were observed during
remdesivir administration. The remaining 22 patients received medical treatment with
enoxaparin at prophylactic dosage. The characteristics of different clinical symptoms,
length of hospitalization and LUS score are reported on Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of patients’ symptoms, length of hospitalization according to LUS score.
LUS SCORE
(N)

NO CLINICAL
SYMPTOMS
N (%)

COUGH
N (%)

FEVER
N (%)

WEAKNESS
N (%)

DYSPNOEA
N (%)

LENGTH of HOSPITALIZATION Mean
(SD)

≤6
(22)

14 (63.6)

3 (13.6)

2 (9.1)

5 (22.7)

0

6.7 (±2.3)

>7 and <20
(5)

0

5 (100)

3 (60)

2 (40)

0

10 (±2)

≥20
(3)

0

3 (100)

3 (100)

3 (100)

2 (66.7)

17.6 (±2.5)

A worsening of the clinical condition led to a preterm delivery induction (<37 weeks
of gestation, the lowest gestational age was 32 weeks) in six patients (20% of cases), after
the administration of corticosteroids (betamethasone 12 mg intramuscular injection every
24 h, for a total of 2 doses) to achieve fetal lung maturation. Overall, the median gestational
age at delivery was at 38 weeks; 12 patients (40%) underwent cesarean section; 18 patients
(60%) had a vaginal delivery. The mean neonatal Apgar index at 1 min was 9 (±0.50) and
at 5 min was 9.5 (±0.50), the mean neonatal weight was 3341.80 gr (±311.3). No neonatal
complications occurred and no SARS-CoV-2 infections were found in the newborns.
After delivery, nine patients, with a high LUS score and/or persistent clinical symptoms, underwent chest CT which showed the presence of interstitial pneumonia in all cases
with a median CT score of 4 (from a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 16). (Table 3).
Table 3. LUS and CT scores in the 9 women who underwent both examinations.
Patient ID

LUS SCORE

TC SCORE

1

23

16

2

20

7

3

10

3

4

10

3

5

12

5

6

10

4

7

22

8

8

8

1

9

6

1

The patient with severe respiratory symptoms had CT images of an extensive interstitial
pneumonia with a score of 16. Her LUS and chest CT findings are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The statistical analysis of our results showed a significant positive correlation between
the gestational age at birth and the mode of delivery (p < 0.05) and between the LUS score
and CT score (p < 0.01), while there was a significant negative correlation between the LUS
score and the gestational age at birth (p < 0.01) and SpO2 (p < 0.01) (Table 4).
No statistically significant correlation was found between the mode of delivery (vaginal
delivery or cesarean section) and the severity of lung involvement and clinical characteristics.
The three patients with high CT and high LUS scores were admitted to the infectious
disease ward. They were discharged after a mean of 17.6 (±2.5) days. Before resigning
from the hospital, the patients underwent LUS examination again. The exams showed a
normal lung’s picture and the absence of micro-consolidations were observed in all cases.
Indeed, their score was 0 in all lobes (predominant A-lines or three separated B-lines). All
women will be followed-up and undergo LUS 6 months after the discharge.
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The three patients with high CT and high LUS scores were admitted to the infectious
disease ward. They were discharged after a mean of 17.6 (±2.5) days. Before resigning from
the hospital, the patients underwent LUS examination again. The exams showed a normal
lung’s picture and the absence of micro-consolidations were observed in all cases. Indeed,
2
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4. Discussion
SARS-CoV-2 infection represents a global health emergency which is still challenging
health providers and clinical researchers all over the world. Therefore, it is crucial to avoid
the potential devastating effects, through new diagnostic tools and clinical evidence [36–38].
Pregnant women seem to be predisposed to severe SARS-CoV-2 infections due to the
immune, physiological and anatomical changes occurring during this period [39,40].
Recent studies have analyzed the course of the infection during pregnancy, showing
its polyhedral clinical manifestations, ranging from an asymptomatic condition to an
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [7,41–44]. The effect of pregnancy on the
SARS-CoV-2 infection is still unclear. A recent study, using CT to detect the severity of
lung involvement, showed that pregnancy does not worsen the course of SARS-CoV-2
pneumonia [45]. In fact, several studies mainly reported mild respiratory symptoms
during pregnancy [46–48] and they often reported a normal course of the gestation with
the absence of maternal and/or fetal complications or differences in pregnancy outcome
compared to the general population [44,49–61].
On the other hand, other studies have found that SARS-CoV-2 infection during pregnancy could compromise its course, being frequently associated with a worse obstetric
outcome if compared with unaffected women at the same gestational age [62,63]. According to recent scientific evidence, it seems that the presence of previous maternal risk factors;
such as an age > 35 years, a BMI > 30, a chronic hypertension or a pre-existing diabetes
could be responsible of a worse clinical course, leading to a higher rate of admission in
intensity care unit (ICU) [19,64,65]. In our research we have excluded patients with a BMI
> 30 and/or age > 45 years because we wanted to reduce the risk of other gestational comorbidities, like diabetes, hypertension and pre-eclampsia which could worsen the clinical
course of the infection. In our series, almost all had mild symptoms. Severe symptoms were
observed only in a 44 years-old woman with a BMI of 29, without any other anamnestic
risk factors, with a clinical and a radiological picture of a severe interstitial pneumonia (a
LUS score of 23 and a CT score of 16). She was treated with the therapeutic protocol for
SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia of our hospital, including remdesivir immediately after delivery.
Remdesivir was chosen because it has been recently approved by FDA as a promising
and safe antiviral drug against SARS-CoV2 in patients with severe respiratory symptoms;
indeed, there are some preliminary reports showing that it could be safe and well tolerated
also in pregnancy [65].
Among the techniques that allow to understand the grade of severity of this disease, CT
represents the widely accepted gold standard to evaluate the stage of pulmonary disease [66].
The most frequent CT imaging pattern is characterized by typical pulmonary paintings (bilateral ground-glass opacity with crazy-paving patterns that worsen as infection progresses).
Francone et al. have proposed a Chest CT score, based on the extent of lobar involvement,
which seems to well correlate with the inflammatory status and disease severity; this could
be helpful to assist medical staff to timely establish symptomatic treatment. Indeed, they
observed a strong correlation between the disease severity and semi quantitative CT score.
In particular, for patients with a score ≥ 18 an increased mortality was reported [24]. Recent
studies showed the importance of CT to point out a diagnosis of interstitial pneumonia
especially in asymptomatic patients [24,35,67,68].
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider chest imaging as a key step in order to achieve
a complete clinical evaluation of patients, even if the use of chest CT scan in pregnancy
should be restricted to severe respiratory impairment.
LUS imaging is hand-held, bed-side, rapid, reproducible, easy to learn and costsaving method, compared with other imaging techniques. It has been recently proposed by
Chinese Critical Care Ultrasound Study Group and Italian Academy of Thoracic Ultrasound
as an essential tool to show pulmonary patterns that are frequently associated with this
infection [26–28]. This technique avoids the exposure to ionizing radiation and it can be
easily performed in the hospital room. Therefore, it could be a valid alternative tool in
pregnant women also because it can safely be repeated to monitor the lung involvement,
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even daily, until delivery [69,70]. In our study we investigated if LUS could be used for
screening and early detection of lung involvement in pregnant women with a confirmed
diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 infection. It was performed in all patients at hospital admission
as a primary imaging assessment, to detect a pulmonary involvement, and it was repeated
during the patients’ hospitalization. In our experience LUS showed to be a safe and
accurate diagnostic procedure that allowed us to monitor the lung involvement of the
infection. These findings are in line with those recently reported by Buonsenso et al. [28].
Chest CT, which was performed after delivery in patients with high LUS score or
persistent respiratory symptoms, showed a score up to 4 with an involvement <10% in five
cases, a score between 5 to 8 with an involvement of 10–25% in three women, while in the
patient with a LUS score of 23 CT showed the 60–70% of lung involvement with a score of
16. Even if the CT findings were more precise in defining the pulmonary impairment, our
results could suggest a possible correlation between LUS and CT. Our data are in agreement
with the results of previous studies which compared LUS and chest CT in patients with
SARS-CoV-2 respiratory impairment [71]. We also evaluated its possible role in the clinical
and therapeutic decision-making process, which was the secondary objective of our study.
Falgarone et al. recently showed that LUS may have a role in the assessments of oxygen
requirements in affected non-pregnant patients [72] and, at the same way, the management
of our patients was chosen on the basis of the clinical course and the LUS findings; the
cases with a score >7 received a medical treatment for SARS-CoV-2 infection. In our study,
the worsening of clinical conditions in 6 patients led to an iatrogenic preterm delivery as
soon as fetal lung maturity was achieved after prophylactic therapy with betamethasone.
Our approach in the management of pregnant patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection
is in line with two recent studies in which the authors reported that the patient’s clinical
symptoms and LUS score can guide the medical team to perform the most appropriate
management of patients and improve pregnancy outcomes [28,73].
A recent study has reported a high risk of spontaneous preterm delivery in cases of
SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnancy [74]; this condition is often associated with obstetric
complications like Small for Gestational Age (SGA) newborns, preterm delivery and a
high rate of cesarean section. Despite the increasing risk of preterm birth, due to the
inflammatory status, spontaneous preterm birth did not occur in our cohort; in fact, the
majority of our women (80%) had a term delivery. These findings are in line with other
studies which reported that preterm births are more frequently induced by obstetricians
who take care of the patients, while a spontaneous preterm delivery caused by the disease
has been rarely observed [56,64,75].
Although several studies found a high rate of neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)
admission [76–78] in our series we did not detect neonatal complications or respiratory
problems even in the preterm newborns. In addition, none of the newborns had a positive
swab for SARS-CoV-2 infection. These findings confirm what reported by some studies
that have questioned the hypothesis of a possible vertical transmission of the virus during
pregnancy and delivery [79].
Our results suggest that LUS score could rapidly define the clinical status of pregnant
women and, thanks to its safety, it can be repeated several times without maternal and/or
fetal risks. In fact, even if the amount of radiation used in a normal CT scan, probably does
not harm the fetus after a single standard scan, [80] it could not be repeated several times
in pregnancy as may be required in some cases of SARS-CoV-2 symptomatic infection.
LUS can be considered an emerging technique which allows a quick screening in infected
patients and a useful tool in pregnancy [81]. It has been reported that this technique has a
sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 90%, [82–84] being a reliable tool in pregnancy.
According to our results and literature findings, the management of each case could
be planned on the basis of the clinical status and the pulmonary involvement observed at
LUS [85]. We are aware that our study has some limitations. Firstly, the number of patients
is too small for a correct analysis and interpretation of the results; secondly, the follow up
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of these patients is still ongoing. However, despite these limitations, our data strongly
support the use of LUS in this group of patients.
5. Conclusions
LUS represents an emerging and cost saving technique. This is useful for screening,
early detection and follow up of the pulmonary involvement in pregnant women with
SARS-CoV-2 infection. It also seems to play an important role in the decision-making
process. We have observed a positive correlation between LUS score and CT score carried
out after delivery, which strengthens the reliability of LUS as an alternative diagnostic
method to CT in pregnant women. In our patients LUS is proven to be safe, reliable,
sensitive, easily repeatable, and could be a guide to define the most appropriate strategy
and to improve clinical and pregnancy outcomes. Although LUS could not replace CT,
which is the gold standard for lung evaluation, LUS may be considered a reliable tool in
pregnancy. However, further prospective studies are required to confirm our data and the
benefits of this imaging method in pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2 infection [28,86–88].
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